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(54) METHOD FOR MONITORING PHYSICAL DOWNLINK CONTROL CHANNEL AND 
COMMUNICATION APPARATUS

(57) This application provides a method for monitor-
ing a physical downlink control channel and a communi-
cations apparatus. The method includes: receiving, by a
terminal device, a first message sent by a network device,
where the first message includes M sleep time sets, and
the sleep time is used to indicate a time length in which
monitoring the PDCCH is stopped; receiving, by the ter-
minal device, a second message sent by the network
device, where the second message includes sleep time
indication information, the sleep time indication informa-

tion is used to indicate a target sleep time index, and the
target sleep time index is an index in the M sleep time
sets; and stopping, by the terminal device, monitoring
the PDCCH in a target time period. Based on the fore-
going technical solution, the terminal device can deter-
mine, based on the indication information sent by the
network device, the time in which monitoring the PDCCH
is stopped. In this way, the terminal device can monitor
the PDCCH more flexibly.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to the field of commu-
nications technologies, and more specifically, to a meth-
od for monitoring a physical downlink control channel and
a communications apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] To reduce unnecessary power consumption for
a terminal device, the terminal device monitors a physical
downlink control channel (physical downlink control
channel, PDCCH) based on a discontinuous reception
(discontinuous reception, DRX) mechanism. A basic
principle of the DRX mechanism is as follows: A DRX
cycle is configured for a terminal device in a radio re-
source control (radio resource control, RRC) connected
mode. A DRX cycle consists of on duration (On Duration)
and an opportunity for DRX (Opportunity for DRX). Dur-
ing the on duration, the terminal device monitors the PD-
CCH. The on duration is controlled by an on duration
timer (drx-OnDurationTimer). During the opportunity for
DRX, the terminal device does not monitor the PDCCH
to reduce power consumption. Each time the terminal
device is scheduled to initially transmit a piece of new
data, an inactivity timer (drx-InactivityTimer) is enabled
or re-enabled. Then, the terminal device remains in an
active state until the inactivity timer expires. The inactivity
timer specifies a time length in which the terminal device
is continuously in the active state after successfully de-
coding a PDCCH for scheduling initial transmission of
new data. Although the power consumption of the termi-
nal device can be reduced based on the DRX mecha-
nism, the terminal device can determine, only based on
the DRX cycle, whether to monitor the PDCCH. This mon-
itoring mechanism is not very flexible.

SUMMARY

[0003] This application provides a method for monitor-
ing a physical downlink control channel and a communi-
cations apparatus, to monitor the PDCCH more flexibly.
[0004] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a method for monitoring a PD-
CCH. The method includes: receiving, by a communica-
tions apparatus, a first message sent by a network de-
vice, where the first message includes M sleep time sets,
the mth sleep time set in the M sleep time sets includes
Nm indexes and Nm sleep times, the Nm indexes are in
a one-to-one correspondence with the Nm sleep times,
m=1, ..., M, Nm is a positive integer greater than or equal
to 1, and the sleep time is used to indicate a time length
in which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped; receiving, by
the communications apparatus, a second message sent
by the network device, where the second message in-
cludes sleep time indication information, the sleep time

indication information is used to indicate a target sleep
time index, and the target sleep time index is an index in
the M sleep time sets; and stopping, by the communica-
tions apparatus, monitoring the PDCCH in a target time
period, where a time length of the target time period cor-
responds to a time length that is indicated by a target
sleep time and in which monitoring the PDCCH is
stopped, and the target sleep time corresponds to the
target sleep time index. Based on the foregoing technical
solution, the communications apparatus can determine,
based on the indication information sent by the network
device, the time in which monitoring the PDCCH is
stopped. In this way, the communications apparatus can
monitor the PDCCH more flexibly.
[0005] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the sleep time is meas-
ured in a form of a discontinuous reception DRX cycle or
a time unit. According to the foregoing technical solution,
sleep time solutions in two granularities are provided.
[0006] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the first message fur-
ther includes time unit indication information, and the time
unit indication information is used to indicate that the
sleep time is measured in a form of a DRX cycle or a time
unit. According to the foregoing technical solution, two
selectable time granularities are provided. The commu-
nications apparatus may determine a unit granularity of
the sleep time based on the indication information of the
network device, so that the communications apparatus
can monitor the PDCCH more flexibly.
[0007] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, when the sleep time
is measured in a form of a DRX cycle, if the communica-
tions apparatus receives the sleep time indication infor-
mation before the nth DRX cycle, the target time period
is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle; if the
communications apparatus receives the sleep time indi-
cation information on the first PDCCH occasion within on
duration of the nth DRX cycle, the target time period is
the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle; or if the
communications apparatus receives the sleep time indi-
cation information on the nt

th PDCCH occasion within the
on duration of the nth DRX cycle, the target time period
is the (n+1)th DRX cycle to the (n+x)th DRX cycle, where
x is the time length that is indicated by the target sleep
time and in which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped, and
x and n are positive integers greater than or equal to 1.
[0008] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, when the time length
is measured in a form of a DRX cycle, if the communica-
tions apparatus receives the sleep time indication infor-
mation before the nth DRX cycle, the target time period
is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle; or if the
communications apparatus receives the sleep time indi-
cation information on a PDCCH occasion within on du-
ration of the nth DRX cycle, the target time period is from
a moment at which the communications apparatus re-
ceives the sleep time indication information to the (n+x-
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1)th DRX cycle, where x is the time length that is indicated
by the target sleep time and in which monitoring the PD-
CCH is stopped, and x and n are positive integers greater
than or equal to 1.
[0009] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, when the time length
is measured in a form of a DRX cycle, if the communica-
tions apparatus receives the sleep time indication infor-
mation before the nth DRX cycle, the target time period
is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle; or if the
communications apparatus receives the sleep time indi-
cation information on a PDCCH occasion within on du-
ration of the nth DRX cycle, the target time period is the
(n+1)th DRX cycle to the (n+x)th DRX cycle, where x is
the time length that is indicated by the target sleep time
and in which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped, and x
and n are positive integers greater than or equal to 1.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the stopping, by the
communications apparatus, monitoring the PDCCH in a
target time period includes: skipping running, by the com-
munications apparatus, an on duration timer in the target
time period.
[0011] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the stopping, by the
communications apparatus, monitoring the PDCCH in a
target time period includes: enabling, by the communi-
cations apparatus, a first timer after receiving the sleep
time indication information; and if the first timer is running,
skipping enabling, by the communications apparatus, an
on duration timer, where a length of the first timer is x
DRX cycles, x-1 DRX cycles, or x+1 DRX cycles.
[0012] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, when the sleep time
is measured in a form of a time unit, the stopping, by the
communications apparatus, monitoring the PDCCH in a
target time period includes: stopping, by the communi-
cations apparatus, monitoring the PDCCH in x time units
starting from a moment of receiving the sleep time indi-
cation information, where x is the time length that is in-
dicated by the target sleep time and in which monitoring
the PDCCH is stopped, and x is a positive integer greater
than or equal to 1.
[0013] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the stopping, by the
communications apparatus, monitoring the PDCCH in x
time units starting from a moment of receiving the sleep
time indication information includes: skipping running, by
the communications apparatus, an on duration timer or
an inactivity timer in the x time units starting from the
moment of receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion.
[0014] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, M is a positive integer
greater than 1, M DRX parameter sets are configured for
the communications apparatus, the M sleep time sets
are in a one-to-one correspondence with the M DRX pa-
rameter sets, and the method further includes: determin-

ing, by the communications apparatus, a target sleep
time set, where the target sleep time set is a sleep time
set that is in the M sleep time sets and that corresponds
to a DRX parameter set currently used by the communi-
cations apparatus; and determining, by the communica-
tions apparatus, a sleep time corresponding to the target
sleep time index in the target sleep time set as the target
sleep time.
[0015] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the method further in-
cludes: if the communications apparatus triggers a buffer
status report in the target time period, and the buffer sta-
tus report meets a condition for triggering a scheduling
request, triggering the scheduling request after the target
time period ends. According to the foregoing technical
solution, power consumption of the communications ap-
paratus can be further reduced.
[0016] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the method further in-
cludes: if the communications apparatus triggers a buffer
status report in the target time period, the buffer status
report meets a condition for triggering a scheduling re-
quest, and a logical channel for triggering the buffer sta-
tus report allows delaying triggering the scheduling re-
quest, triggering the scheduling request after the target
time period ends. According to the foregoing technical
solution, power consumption of the communications ap-
paratus can be further reduced.
[0017] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the method further in-
cludes: when receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion, switching, by the communications apparatus, a
downlink DL bandwidth part BWP of a current primary
serving cell to a target DL BWP, where the target DL
BWP is a DL BWP with a minimum bandwidth, a default
DL BWP, or an initial DL BWP in DL BWPs configured
for a corresponding serving cell. According to the fore-
going technical solution, power consumption of the com-
munications apparatus can be further reduced.
[0018] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the method further in-
cludes: when receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion, switching, by the communications apparatus, down-
link DL bandwidth parts BWPs of all secondary serving
cells in an active state to a target DL BWP, where the
target DL BWP is a DL BWP with a minimum bandwidth,
a default DL BWP, or an initial DL BWP in DL BWPs
configured for a corresponding serving cell. According to
the foregoing technical solution, power consumption of
the communications apparatus can be further reduced.
[0019] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the method further in-
cludes: when receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion, deactivating, by the communications apparatus, all
the secondary serving cells in the active state. According
to the foregoing technical solution, power consumption
of the communications apparatus can be further reduced.
[0020] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
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implementation of the first aspect, the second message
further includes secondary serving cell deactivation indi-
cation information, and the secondary serving cell deac-
tivation indication information is used to indicate to de-
activate all the secondary serving cells in the active state
or deactivate some of the secondary serving cells in the
active state; and the method further includes: deactivat-
ing, by the communications apparatus, a secondary serv-
ing cell in an active state that is indicated by the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information. Ac-
cording to the foregoing technical solution, power con-
sumption of the communications apparatus can be fur-
ther reduced.
[0021] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the first message fur-
ther includes a time threshold, and the method further
includes: when the communications apparatus receives
the sleep time indication information, if a length of the
target sleep time is greater than or equal to the time
threshold, deactivating, by the communications appara-
tus, all the secondary serving cells in the active state.
According to the foregoing technical solution, power con-
sumption of the communications apparatus can be fur-
ther reduced.
[0022] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, before the communi-
cations apparatus receives the sleep time indication in-
formation, the method further includes: reporting, by the
communications apparatus, at least one expected sleep
time to the network device. In this way, the network device
can determine the sleep time set based on the at least
one expected sleep time reported by the communications
apparatus.
[0023] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the at least one ex-
pected sleep time is carried in terminal device capability
information, terminal device assistance information, a ra-
dio resource control RRC connection setup complete
message, an RRC connection resume complete mes-
sage, or an RRC connection reestablishment complete
message.
[0024] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the first message is a
radio resource control reconfiguration message, and the
second message is downlink control information.
[0025] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
implementation of the first aspect, the communications
apparatus is a terminal device or a chip.
[0026] According to a second aspect, an embodiment
of this application provides a method for monitoring a
PDCCH. The method includes: determining, by a com-
munications apparatus, M sleep time sets, where the mth

sleep time set in the M sleep time sets includes Nm in-
dexes and Nm sleep times, the Nm indexes are in a one-
to-one correspondence with the Nm sleep times, m=1,
..., M, Nm is a positive integer greater than or equal to
1, and the sleep time is used to indicate a time length in
which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped; sending, by the

communications apparatus, a first message to a terminal
device, where the first message includes the M sleep
time sets; determining, by the communications appara-
tus, sleep time indication information, where the sleep
time indication information is used to indicate a target
sleep time index, and the target sleep time index is an
index in the M sleep time sets; and sending, by the com-
munications apparatus, a second message to the termi-
nal device, where the second message includes the
sleep time indication information. Based on the foregoing
technical solution, the communications apparatus can di-
rectly indicate the terminal device to determine the time
in which monitoring the PDCCH in is stopped. In this way,
the terminal device can monitor the PDCCH more flexi-
bly.
[0027] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible implementation of the second aspect, the sleep time
is measured in a form of a discontinuous reception DRX
cycle or a time unit. According to the foregoing technical
solution, sleep time solutions in two granularities are pro-
vided.
[0028] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible implementation of the second aspect, the first mes-
sage further includes time unit indication information, and
the time unit indication information is used to indicate that
the sleep time is measured in a form of a DRX cycle or
a time unit. According to the foregoing technical solution,
two selectable time granularities are provided. The ter-
minal device may determine a unit granularity of the sleep
time based on the indication information of the commu-
nications apparatus, so that the terminal device can mon-
itor the PDCCH more flexibly.
[0029] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible implementation of the second aspect, the second
message further includes secondary serving cell deacti-
vation indication information, and the secondary serving
cell deactivation indication information is used to indicate
to deactivate all secondary serving cells in an active state
or deactivate some of the secondary serving cells in the
active state. According to the foregoing technical solu-
tion, power consumption of the terminal device can be
further reduced.
[0030] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible implementation of the second aspect, the first mes-
sage further includes a time threshold.
[0031] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible implementation of the second aspect, before the
terminal device receives the first message, the method
further includes: receiving, by the communications ap-
paratus, at least one expected sleep time sent by the
terminal device; and the determining, by a communica-
tions apparatus, M sleep time sets includes: determining,
by the communications apparatus, a sleep time and an
index in each of the M sleep time sets based on the at
least one expected sleep time.
[0032] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible implementation of the second aspect, the first mes-
sage is a radio resource control reconfiguration mes-
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sage, and the second message is downlink control infor-
mation.
[0033] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible implementation of the second aspect, the commu-
nications apparatus is a network device or a chip.
[0034] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a method for monitoring a PD-
CCH. The method includes: receiving, by a communica-
tions apparatus, a first message sent by a network de-
vice, where the first message is used to indicate the com-
munications apparatus to stop running an on duration
timer and/or an inactivity timer; and when determining
that a running timer is only the on duration timer and/or
the inactivity timer, stopping, by the communications ap-
paratus, running the running timer and stopping monitor-
ing the physical downlink shared channel PDCCH.
[0035] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible
implementation of the third aspect, the method further
includes: when determining that a running timer includes
an uplink retransmission timer and/or a downlink retrans-
mission timer, stopping, by the communications appara-
tus, monitoring the PDCCH after the retransmission timer
expires.
[0036] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible
implementation of the third aspect, the method further
includes: when receiving the first message, switching, by
the communications apparatus, a downlink DL band-
width part BWP of a current primary serving cell to a
target DL BWP, where the target DL BWP is a DL BWP
with a minimum bandwidth, a default DL BWP, or an initial
DL BWP in DL BWPs configured for a corresponding
serving cell.
[0037] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible
implementation of the third aspect, the method further
includes: when receiving the first message, switching, by
the communications apparatus, downlink DL BWPs of all
secondary serving cells in an active state to a target DL
BWP, where the target DL BWP is a DL BWP with a
minimum bandwidth, a default DL BWP, or an initial DL
BWP in DL BWPs configured for a corresponding serving
cell.
[0038] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible
implementation of the third aspect, the method further
includes: when receiving the first message, deactivating,
by the communications apparatus, all the secondary
serving cells in the active state.
[0039] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible
implementation of the third aspect, the first message fur-
ther includes secondary serving cell deactivation indica-
tion information, and the secondary serving cell deacti-
vation indication information is used to indicate to deac-
tivate all the secondary serving cells in the active state
or deactivate some of the secondary serving cells in the
active state. The method further includes: deactivating,
by the communications apparatus, a secondary serving
cell in an active state that is indicated by the secondary
serving cell deactivation indication information.
[0040] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible

implementation of the third aspect, the first message is
media access control information or downlink control in-
formation.
[0041] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible
implementation of the third aspect, the communications
apparatus is a terminal device or a chip.
[0042] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment
of this application provides a communications apparatus.
The apparatus includes a module configured to perform
any one of the first aspect or the possible implementa-
tions of the first aspect.
[0043] Optionally, the communications apparatus in
the fourth aspect may be a terminal device, or may be a
component (for example, a chip or a circuit) that can be
used for a terminal device.
[0044] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a communications apparatus.
The apparatus includes a module configured to perform
any one of the second aspect or the possible implemen-
tations of the second aspect.
[0045] Optionally, the communications apparatus in
the fifth aspect may be a network device, or may be a
component (for example, a chip or a circuit) that can be
used for a network device.
[0046] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a communications apparatus.
The apparatus includes a module configured to perform
any one of the third aspect or the possible implementa-
tions of the third aspect.
[0047] Optionally, the communications apparatus in
the sixth aspect may be a terminal device, or may be a
component (for example, a chip or a circuit) that can be
used for a terminal device.
[0048] According to a seventh aspect, an embodiment
of this application provides a storage medium. The stor-
age medium stores an instruction used to implement the
method according to any one of the first aspect or the
possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0049] According to an eighth aspect, an embodiment
of this application provides a storage medium. The stor-
age medium stores an instruction used to implement the
method according to any one of the second aspect or the
possible implementations of the second aspect.
[0050] According to a ninth aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a storage medium. The storage
medium stores an instruction used to implement the
method according to any one of the third aspect or the
possible implementations of the third aspect.
[0051] According to a tenth aspect, this application pro-
vides a computer program product including an instruc-
tion. When the computer program product runs on a com-
puter, the computer is enabled to perform the method
according to any one of the first aspect or the possible
implementations of the first aspect.
[0052] According to an eleventh aspect, this applica-
tion provides a computer program product including an
instruction. When the computer program product runs on
a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the meth-
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od according to any one of the second aspect or the pos-
sible implementations of the second aspect.
[0053] According to a twelfth aspect, this application
provides a computer program product including an in-
struction. When the computer program product runs on
a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the meth-
od according to any one of the third aspect or the possible
implementations of the third aspect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0054]

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a method for mon-
itoring a PDCCH according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of another method
for monitoring a PDCCH according to an embodi-
ment of this application;
FIG. 3 is a structural block diagram of a communi-
cations apparatus according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 4 is a structural block diagram of a communi-
cations apparatus according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 5 is a structural block diagram of a communi-
cations apparatus according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 6 is a structural block diagram of a terminal de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention; and
FIG. 7 is a structural block diagram of a network de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0055] The following describes technical solutions of
this application with reference to accompanying draw-
ings.
[0056] In this application, "at least one" means one or
more, and "a plurality of" means two or more. The term
"and/or" describes an association relationship for de-
scribing associated objects and represents that three re-
lationships may exist. For example, A and/or B may rep-
resent the following three cases: Only A exists, both A
and B exist, and only B exists, where A and B may be
singular or plural. The character "/" generally indicates
an "or" relationship between the associated objects. "At
least one of the following (pieces)" or a similar expression
thereof refers to any combination of these items, includ-
ing any combination of a single item (piece) or plural items
(pieces). For example, at least one (piece) of a, b, or c
may represent a, b, c, a-b, a-c, b-c, or a-b-c, where a, b,
and c may be single or plural. In addition, in the embod-
iments of this application, words such as "first" and "sec-
ond" do not limit a quantity and an execution sequence.
[0057] It should be noted that, in this application, the

word "for example" is used to represent giving an exam-
ple, an illustration, or a description. Any embodiment or
design scheme described as "for example" in this appli-
cation should not be explained as being more preferred
or having more advantages than another embodiment or
design scheme. Exactly, use of the word "example" or
the like is intended to present a relative concept in a spe-
cific manner.
[0058] The technical solutions of the embodiments of
this application may be applied to various communica-
tions systems, such as: a global system for mobile com-
munications (global system for mobile communications,
GSM) system, a code division multiple access (code di-
vision multiple access, CDMA) system, a wideband code
division multiple access (wideband code division multiple
access, WCDMA) system, a general packet radio service
(general packet radio service, GPRS), a long term evo-
lution (long term evolution, LTE) system, an LTE frequen-
cy division duplex (frequency division duplex, FDD) sys-
tem, an LTE time division duplex (time division duplex,
TDD), a universal mobile telecommunications system
(universal mobile telecommunication system, UMTS), a
worldwide interoperability for microwave access (world-
wide interoperability for microwave access, WiMAX)
communications system, a future 5th generation (5th
generation, 5G) system, or a new radio (new radio, NR)
system.
[0059] The terminal device in the embodiments of this
application may also be referred to as user equipment,
an access terminal, a subscriber unit, a subscriber sta-
tion, a mobile station, a mobile console, a remote station,
a remote terminal, a mobile device, a user terminal, a
terminal, a wireless communication device, a user agent,
a user apparatus, or the like. The terminal device may
be a cellular phone, a cordless phone, a session initiation
protocol (session initiation protocol, SIP) phone, a wire-
less local loop (wireless local loop, WLL) station, a per-
sonal digital assistant (personal digital assistant, PDA),
a handheld device having a wireless communication
function, a computing device, another processing device
connected to a wireless modem, a vehicle-mounted de-
vice, a wearable device, a terminal device in a future 5G
network, or a terminal device in a future evolved public
land mobile network (public land mobile network, PLMN).
This is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0060] A network device in the embodiments of this
application may be a device used to communicate with
a terminal device. The network device may be a base
transceiver station (base transceiver station, BTS) in a
global system for mobile communications (global system
for mobile communications, GSM) or a code division mul-
tiple access (code division multiple access, CDMA) sys-
tem, or may be a NodeB (NodeB, NB) in a wideband
code division multiple access (wideband code division
multiple access, WCDMA) system, or may be an evolved
NodeB (evolved NodeB, eNB, or eNodeB) in an LTE sys-
tem, or may be a radio controller in a cloud radio access
network (cloud radio access network, C-RAN) scenario.
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Alternatively, the network device may be a relay station,
an access point, a vehicle-mounted device, a wearable
device, a network device in a future 5G network, a net-
work device in a future evolved PLMN network, or the
like. This is not limited in the embodiments of this appli-
cation.
[0061] In the embodiments of this application, the ter-
minal device or the network device includes a hardware
layer, an operating system layer running above the hard-
ware layer, and an application layer running above the
operating system layer. The hardware layer includes
hardware such as a central processing unit (central
processing unit, CPU), a memory management unit
(memory management unit, MMU), and a memory (also
referred to as a main memory). The operating system
may be any one or more computer operating systems
that implement service processing by using a process
(process), for example, the Linux operating system, the
Unix operating system, the Android operating system,
the iOS operating system, or the Windows operating sys-
tem. The application layer includes applications such as
a browser, an address book, word processing software,
and instant messaging software. In addition, a specific
structure of an execution body of the method provided in
the embodiments of this application is not particularly lim-
ited in the embodiments of this application, provided that
a program that records code of the method provided in
the embodiments of this application can be run to perform
communication according to the method provided in the
embodiments of this application. For example, the exe-
cution body of the method provided in the embodiments
of this application may be a terminal device or a network
device, or may be a functional module that is in the ter-
minal device or the network device and that can invoke
a program and execute the program.
[0062] In addition, aspects or features of this applica-
tion may be implemented as a method, an apparatus or
a product that uses standard programming and/or engi-
neering technologies. The term "product" used in this ap-
plication covers a computer program that can be ac-
cessed from any computer readable component, carrier
or medium. For example, the computer-readable medi-
um may include but is not limited to: a magnetic storage
component (for example, a hard disk, a floppy disk or a
magnetic tape), an optical disc (for example, a compact
disc (compact disc, CD), a digital versatile disc (digital
versatile disc, DVD), a smart card and a flash memory
component (for example, erasable programmable read-
only memory (erasable programmable read-only mem-
ory, EPROM), a card, a stick, or a key drive). In addition,
various storage media described in this specification may
indicate one or more devices and/or other machine-read-
able media that are configured to store information. The
term "machine-readable media" may include but is not
limited to a radio channel, and various other media that
can store, contain, and/or carry an instruction and/or da-
ta.
[0063] FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a method for

monitoring a PDCCH according to an embodiment of this
application. For ease of description, in the embodiment
in FIG. 1, a terminal device and a network device are
used as execution bodies for description. It may be un-
derstood that according to the method shown in FIG. 1,
steps performed by the terminal device may alternatively
be performed by a component (for example, a chip or a
circuit) of the terminal device, and steps performed by
the network device may alternatively be performed by a
component (for example, a chip or a circuit) of the network
device.
[0064] 101: The terminal device receives a first mes-
sage sent by the network device, where the first message
includes M sleep time sets, the mth sleep time set in the
M sleep time sets includes Nm indexes and Nm sleep
times, the Nm indexes are in a one-to-one correspond-
ence with the Nm sleep times, m=1, ..., M, Nm is a positive
integer greater than or equal to 1, and the sleep time is
used to indicate a time length in which monitoring the
PDCCH is stopped.
[0065] Optionally, in some embodiments, the sleep
time is measured in a form of a DRX cycle or a time unit.
In other words, in some embodiments, the sleep time is
measured in a form of a DRX cycle. In some other em-
bodiments, the sleep time is measured in a form of a time
unit. The time unit in the embodiments of this application
may be a millisecond (ms), a slot (slot), a mini-slot (mini-
slot), an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing, OFDM) symbol
(symbol), or the like.
[0066] Optionally, in some embodiments, the first mes-
sage may further include time unit indication information,
and the time unit indication information is used to indicate
that the sleep time is measured in a form of a DRX cycle
or a time unit. In other words, the terminal device may
determine, based on the time unit indication information,
whether the sleep time is measured in a form of a DRX
cycle or a time unit. Optionally, in some embodiments,
the network device may alternatively send the time unit
indication information to the terminal device by using an-
other message.
[0067] For example, in some embodiments, if M is
equal to 1, the sleep time set may include N indexes and
N sleep times, and the N indexes are in a one-to-one
correspondence with the N sleep times. For example,
Table 1 is an instance of a sleep time set.

[0068] As shown in Table 1, assuming that the sleep

Table 1

Index Sleep time

1 2

2 4

3 6

4 8

11 12 
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time is measured in a form of a DRX cycle, a sleep time
corresponding to an index value 1 is two DRX cycles,
and a sleep time corresponding to an index 2 is four DRX
cycles. The rest may be deduced by analogy.
[0069] If M is a positive integer greater than 1, each of
the M sleep time sets may include a plurality of indexes
and a plurality of sleep times.
[0070] Optionally, in some embodiments, different
sleep time sets may include different quantities of index-
es and sleep times. For example, if M is equal to 3, N1
may be equal to 3, N2 may be equal to 5, and N3 may be
equal to 7. In other words, a sleep time set 1 in three
sleep time sets may include three indexes and three
sleep times, a sleep time set 2 may include five indexes
and five sleep times, and a sleep time set 3 may include
seven indexes and seven sleep times.
[0071] Optionally, in some embodiments, some or all
of different sleep time index sets may include same quan-
tities of indexes and sleep times. For example, if M is
equal to 3, N1 may be equal to 3, N2 may be equal to 3,
and N3 may be equal to 5. In other words, a sleep time
set 1 and a sleep time set 2 in three sleep time index sets
may each include three indexes and three sleep times,
and a sleep time set 3 may include five sleep time sets
and five indexes. For another example, if M is equal to
3, N1, N2, and N3 are all equal to 3. In other words, a
sleep time set 1, a sleep time set 2, and a sleep time set
3 in three sleep time index sets may each include three
indexes and three sleep times.
[0072] 102: The terminal device receives a second
message sent by the network device, where the second
message includes sleep time indication information, the
sleep time indication information is used to indicate a
target sleep time index, and the target sleep time index
is an index in the M sleep time sets.
[0073] The terminal device may determine the target
sleep time index based on the second message, to further
determine a target sleep time and a target time period.
[0074] 103: The terminal device stops monitoring the
PDCCH in the target time period, where a time length of
the target time period corresponds to a time length that
is indicated by the target sleep time and in which moni-
toring the PDCCH is stopped, and the target sleep time
corresponds to the target sleep time index.
[0075] Table 1 is still used as an example. If the target
sleep time index is 2, a length of the target sleep time is
four DRX cycles.
[0076] Based on the foregoing technical solution, the
terminal device can determine, based on the indication
information sent by the network device, the time in which
monitoring the PDCCH is stopped. In this way, the ter-
minal device can monitor the PDCCH more flexibly.
[0077] Optionally, in some embodiments, when the
sleep time is measured in a form of a DRX cycle, if the
terminal device receives the sleep time indication infor-
mation before the nth DRX cycle, the target time period
is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle; if the
terminal device receives the sleep time indication infor-

mation on the first PDCCH occasion (PDCCH occasion)
within on duration of the nth DRX cycle, the target time
period is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle;
or if the terminal device receives the sleep time indication
information on the nt

th PDCCH occasion within the on
duration of the nth DRX cycle, the target time period is
the (n+1)th DRX cycle to the (n+x)th DRX cycle, where x
is the time length that is indicated by the target sleep time
and in which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped, and x
and n are positive integers greater than or equal to 1. In
other words, if the terminal device receives the sleep time
indication information before the nth DRX cycle or on the
first PDCCH within the on duration of the nth DRX cycle,
the terminal device sleeps for x DRX cycles starting from
the nth DRX cycle. If the terminal device receives the
sleep time indication information at a PDCCH time other
than the first PDCCH occasion of the nth DRX cycle, the
terminal device sleeps for x DRX cycles starting from the
(n+1)th DRX cycle. The terminal device does not monitor
the PDCCH within on duration of the x sleep DRX cycles.
The terminal device does not monitor the PDCCH within
an opportunity for DRX of the x sleep DRX cycles either.
[0078] Optionally, in some other embodiments, when
the time length is measured in a form of a DRX cycle, if
the terminal device receives the sleep time indication in-
formation before the nth DRX cycle, the target time period
is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle; or if the
terminal device receives the sleep time indication infor-
mation on a PDCCH occasion within on duration of the
nth DRX cycle, the target time period is from a moment
at which the terminal device receives the sleep time in-
dication information to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle, where x
is the time length that is indicated by the target sleep time
and in which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped, and x
and n are positive integers greater than or equal to 1. In
other words, if the terminal device receives the sleep time
indication information before the nth DRX cycle, the ter-
minal device sleeps for x DRX cycles starting from the
nth DRX cycle. If the terminal device receives the sleep
time indication information on the PDCCH occasion of
the nth DRX cycle, the terminal device starts to sleep from
the moment of receiving the sleep time indication infor-
mation until the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle. The terminal device
does not monitor the PDCCH within on duration of the
sleep DRX cycles. The terminal device does not monitor
the PDCCH within an opportunity for DRX of the sleep
DRX cycles either.
[0079] Optionally, in some other embodiments, when
the time length is measured in a form of a DRX cycle, if
the terminal device receives the sleep time indication in-
formation before the nth DRX cycle, the target time period
is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-)th DRX cycle; or if the
terminal device receives the sleep time indication infor-
mation on a PDCCH occasion within on duration of the
nth DRX cycle, the target time period is the (n+1)th DRX
cycle to the (n+x)th DRX cycle, where x is the time length
that is indicated by the target sleep time and in which
monitoring the PDCCH is stopped, and x and n are pos-
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itive integers greater than or equal to 1. In other words,
if the terminal device receives the sleep time indication
information before the nth DRX cycle, the terminal device
sleeps for x DRX cycles starting from the nth DRX cycle.
If the terminal device receives the sleep time indication
information on the PDCCH occasion of the nth DRX cycle,
the terminal device sleeps for x DRX cycles starting from
the (n+1)th DRX cycle. The terminal device does not mon-
itor the PDCCH within on duration of the sleep DRX cy-
cles. The terminal device does not monitor the PDCCH
within an opportunity for DRX of the sleep DRX cycles
either.
[0080] That the terminal device stops monitoring the
PDCCH in the target time period includes: skipping run-
ning, by the terminal device, an on duration timer in the
target time period. Optionally, in some embodiments, the
on duration timer has not been enabled before a start
moment of the target time period. In this case, the skip-
ping running, by the terminal device, an on duration timer
in the target time period includes: skipping enabling, by
the terminal device, the on duration timer. Optionally, in
some embodiments, the on duration timer has been en-
abled before the start moment of the target time period,
and an end moment of the on duration timer is later than
the start moment of the target time period. In this case,
the skipping running, by the terminal device, an on du-
ration timer in the target time period includes: stopping,
by the terminal device, running the on duration timer.
[0081] Optionally, in some other embodiments, after
receiving the sleep time indication information, the ter-
minal device enables a timer. For example, the timer may
be referred to as a sleep timer. A length of the sleep timer
is x DRX cycles, x-1 DRX cycles, or x+1 DRX cycles.
During running of the sleep timer, the terminal device
does not enable the on duration timer at a moment that
is defined in the prior art and at which the terminal device
needs to enable the on duration timer. In other words,
only when the sleep timer does not run, the terminal de-
vice enables the on duration timer at the moment that is
defined in the prior art and at which the terminal device
needs to enable the on duration timer.
[0082] Optionally, in some embodiments, when the
sleep time is measured in a form of a time unit, that the
terminal device stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target
time period includes: stopping, by the terminal device,
monitoring the PDCCH in x time units starting from the
moment of receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion, where x is the time length that is indicated by the
target sleep time and in which monitoring the PDCCH is
stopped, and x is a positive integer greater than or equal
to 1. In other words, the target time period is the x time
units starting from the moment at which the terminal de-
vice receives the sleep time indication information. Fur-
ther, when receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion, the terminal device does not enable or re-enable an
inactivity timer. Further, after the x time units end, the
terminal device starts to monitor the PDCCH.
[0083] Optionally, in some embodiments, the stopping,

by the terminal device, monitoring the PDCCH in x time
units starting from the moment of receiving the sleep time
indication information includes: skipping running, by the
terminal device, an on duration timer or an inactivity timer
in the x time units starting from the moment of receiving
the sleep time indication information. Further, when re-
ceiving the sleep time indication information, the terminal
device does not enable or re-enable the inactivity timer.
Further, after the x time units end, the terminal device
runs the on duration timer or the inactivity timer.
[0084] Optionally, in some embodiments, the on dura-
tion timer has not been enabled before a start moment
of the target time period. In this case, the terminal device
does not enable the on duration timer. Optionally, after
the x time units end, the terminal device enables or re-
enables the on duration timer. Optionally, in some em-
bodiments, the on duration timer has been enabled be-
fore the start moment of the target time period, and the
on duration timer is still running before the start moment
of the target time period. In this case, the terminal device
stops running the on duration timer. Optionally, after the
x time units end, the terminal device enables or re-ena-
bles the on duration timer.
[0085] Optionally, in some embodiments, the inactivity
timer has not been enabled before the start moment of
the target time period. In this case, the terminal device
does not enable the inactivity timer. Optionally, after the
x time units end, the terminal device enables or re-ena-
bles the inactivity timer. Optionally, in some embodi-
ments, the inactivity timer has been started before the
start moment of the target time period, and the inactivity
timer is still running before the start moment of the target
time period. In this case, the terminal device can stop
running the inactivity timer. Optionally, after the x time
units end, the terminal device enables or re-enables the
inactivity timer.
[0086] Optionally, in some embodiments, when the
sleep time is measured in a form of a time unit, that the
terminal device stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target
time period includes: enabling, by the terminal device, a
timer when receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion, where the timer may be, for example, referred to as
a sleep timer. Optionally, when the terminal device re-
ceives the sleep time indication information, if at least
one of Condition 1 to Condition 3 is not met, the terminal
device does not enable the sleep timer; or otherwise, the
terminal enables the sleep timer. Condition 1: A random
access contention resolution timer is running. Condition
2: The terminal sends a scheduling request on a physical
uplink control channel, and the scheduling request is in
a to-be-processed state. Condition 3: A random access
response window is running. A length of the sleep timer
is x time units. During running of the sleep timer, the
terminal device does not monitor the PDCCH. In other
words, the terminal device monitors the PDCCH only
when the sleep timer does not run and the terminal meets
at least one of conditions for monitoring the PDCCH. Op-
tionally, the conditions for monitoring the PDCCH include
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but are not limited to the following Condition 4 to Condi-
tion 10. Condition 4: The on duration timer is running.
Condition 5: The inactivity timer is running. Condition 6:
At least one DRX uplink retransmission timer is running.
Condition 7: At least one DRX downlink retransmission
timer is running. Condition 8: A random access conten-
tion resolution timer is running. Condition 9: The terminal
sends a scheduling request on a physical uplink control
channel, and the scheduling request is in a to-be-proc-
essed state. Condition 10: The terminal successfully re-
ceives a random access response for non-contention
based random access, but does not receive a physical
downlink control channel that is addressed by using a
cell-radio network temporary identifier and that indicates
new data transmission. Condition 11: A random access
response window is running. Optionally, only when the
sleep timer does not run and any one of Condition 3 to
Condition 11 is met, it is considered that a current time
is an active time. Optionally, when the sleep timer is run-
ning, if any one of the following Event 1 to Event 6 occurs,
the terminal device stops the sleep timer, or considers
that the sleep timer expires. Event 1: At least one DRX
uplink retransmission timer is enabled or re-enabled.
Event 2: At least one DRX downlink retransmission timer
is enabled or re-enabled. Event 3: A random access con-
tention resolution timer is enabled. Event 4: The terminal
sends a scheduling request on a physical uplink control
channel. Event 5: The terminal successfully receives a
random access response for non-contention based ran-
dom access. Event 6: A random access response win-
dow is enabled. Further, when receiving the sleep time
indication information, the terminal device does not en-
able or re-enable the inactivity timer. Further, after the
sleep timer expires, if the on duration timer and/or the
inactivity timer are/is running, the terminal device moni-
tors the PDCCH. Further, when the terminal device re-
ceives the sleep time indication information, if any one
of the on duration timer, the inactivity timer, the DRX up-
link retransmission timer, and the DRX downlink retrans-
mission timer is running, the terminal device does not
stop the running timer. Optionally, a media access control
MAC entity of the terminal maintains the sleep timer.
When the MAC entity enables the sleep time timer, the
MAC entity notifies a physical layer and the physical layer
stops monitoring the PDCCH. When the MAC entity stops
the sleep time timer or considers that the sleep time timer
expires, the MAC entity notifies the physical layer, and
the physical layer resumes monitoring the PDCCH. Op-
tionally, in some embodiments, when the sleep time is
measured in a form of a time unit, that the terminal device
stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target time period
includes: after the terminal device receives the sleep time
indication information, if a length of the target sleep time
is greater than or equal to a remaining time length of the
on duration timer and/or the inactivity timer, stopping, by
the terminal device, the on duration timer and/or the in-
activity timer. Further, the terminal device enables the on
duration timer at a moment that is in a next DRX cycle

and at which the on duration timer needs to be enabled,
and monitors the PDCCH when the on duration timer
runs.
[0087] Optionally, in some embodiments, when the
sleep time is measured in a form of a time unit, that the
terminal device stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target
time period includes: The sleep time set includes a spe-
cial value, where the special value is used to indicate the
terminal device to stop the on duration timer and/or the
inactivity timer; after the terminal device receives the
sleep time indication information, if the target sleep time
index indicated by the sleep time indication information
corresponds to the special value, the terminal device
stops the on duration timer and/or the inactivity timer.
Further, the terminal device enables the on duration timer
at a moment that is in a next DRX cycle and at which the
on duration timer needs to be enabled, and monitors the
PDCCH when the on duration timer runs.
[0088] Optionally, in some embodiments, when the
sleep time is measured in a form of a time unit, that the
terminal device stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target
time period includes: In addition to indicating the target
sleep time index, the sleep time indication information
further includes a special value, where the special value
is not used to indicate any index in the sleep time set,
but is used to indicate the terminal device to stop the on
duration timer and/or the inactivity timer; after the termi-
nal device receives the sleep time indication information,
if the sleep time indication information is the special val-
ue, the terminal device stops the on duration timer and/or
the inactivity timer. Further, the terminal device enables
the on duration timer at a moment that is in a next DRX
cycle and at which the on duration timer needs to be
enabled, and monitors the PDCCH when the on duration
timer runs.
[0089] Optionally, in some embodiments, when the
sleep time is measured in a form of a time unit, that the
terminal device stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target
time period includes: after the terminal device receives
the sleep time indication information, if a length of the
target sleep time is less than a remaining time length of
the on duration timer and/or the inactivity timer, stopping,
by the terminal device, the on duration timer and/or the
inactivity timer. Further, after the target time period in
which monitoring of the PDCCH is stopped ends, the
terminal device monitors the PDCCH. When the terminal
device monitors the PDCCH, if the terminal device re-
ceives the sleep time indication information again, the
terminal device stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target
time period. Alternatively, when the terminal device mon-
itors the PDCCH, if the terminal device receives indica-
tion information for scheduling new data, the terminal de-
vice enables or re-enables the inactivity timer, and mon-
itors the PDCCH when the inactivity timer runs.
[0090] Optionally, in some embodiments, when the
sleep time is measured in a form of a time unit, that the
terminal device stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target
time period includes: after the terminal device receives
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the sleep time indication information, if a length of the
target sleep time is less than a remaining time length of
the on duration timer and/or the inactivity timer, stopping,
by the terminal device, the on duration timer and/or the
inactivity timer, and enabling a timer, where the timer
may be, for example, referred to as a sleep timer. A length
of the sleep timer is x time units. During running of the
sleep timer, the terminal device does not monitor the PD-
CCH. Further, after the sleep timer expires, the terminal
device monitors the PDCCH. When the terminal device
monitors the PDCCH, if the terminal device receives the
sleep time indication information again, the terminal de-
vice stops monitoring the PDCCH in the target time pe-
riod. Alternatively, when the terminal device monitors the
PDCCH, if the terminal device receives indication infor-
mation for scheduling new data, the terminal device en-
ables or re-enables the inactivity timer, and monitors the
PDCCH when the inactivity timer runs.
[0091] Optionally, in some embodiments, M is a posi-
tive integer greater than 1, M DRX parameter sets are
configured for the terminal device, and the M sleep time
sets are in a one-to-one correspondence with the M DRX
parameter sets. The method may further include: deter-
mining, by the terminal device, a target sleep time set,
where the target sleep time set is a sleep time set that is
in the M sleep time sets and that corresponds to a DRX
parameter set currently used by the terminal device; and
determining, by the terminal device, a sleep time corre-
sponding to the target sleep time index in the target sleep
time set as the target sleep time.
[0092] Each DRX parameter set may include at least
one of the following DRX parameters: a length and an
offset value of a DRX cycle, a length of the on duration
timer, a length of the inactivity timer, a length of the uplink
retransmission timer, a length of the downlink retrans-
mission timer, an uplink hybrid automatic repeat request
round trip time timer, and a downlink hybrid automatic
repeat request round trip time timer.
[0093] For example, M is equal to 2. A DRX cycle in a
DRX parameter set 1 is a length of a first DRX cycle. A
DRX cycle in a DRX parameter set 2 is a length of a
second DRX cycle. A sleep time set 1 corresponds to the
DRX parameter set 1, and a sleep time set 2 corresponds
to the DRX parameter set 2. Assuming that the currently
used DRX parameter set is the DRX parameter set 2,
the target sleep time set is the target sleep time set 2.
[0094] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: if the terminal device triggers a buffer
status report in the target time period, and the buffer sta-
tus report meets a condition for triggering a scheduling
request, triggering the scheduling request after the target
time period ends.
[0095] Optionally, in some other embodiments, the
method further includes: if the terminal device triggers a
buffer status report in the target time period, the buffer
status report meets a condition for triggering a scheduling
request, and a logical channel for triggering the buffer
status report allows delaying triggering the scheduling

request, triggering the scheduling request after the target
time period ends.
[0096] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when the terminal device receives the
second message, if the terminal device previously sends
an SR on a PUCCH and the SR is in a to-be-processed
state, canceling, by the terminal device, the to-be-proc-
essed SR. Further, optionally, the terminal stops an SR
prohibit timer corresponding to the SR. Optionally, the
terminal device cancels all to-be-processed SRs. Fur-
ther, optionally, the terminal device stops all running SR
prohibit timers. Further, the terminal device stops moni-
toring the PDCCH in the target time period indicated by
the sleep time indication information included in the sec-
ond message.
[0097] Optionally, in some other embodiments, the
method further includes: when the terminal device re-
ceives the second message, if the terminal device pre-
viously sends an SR on a PUCCH and the SR is in a to-
be-processed state, ignoring, by the terminal device, the
sleep time indication information included in the second
message, and continuing to monitor the PDCCH.
[0098] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when there is an SR in a to-be-proc-
essed state, if the terminal device receives the second
message and the second message indicates the terminal
device to cancel the SR in the to-be-processed state,
canceling, by the terminal device, the SR in the to-be-
processed state; and stopping monitoring the PDCCH in
the target time period indicated by the sleep time indica-
tion information included in the second message, or stop-
ping, by the terminal device, an SR prohibit timer; or if
the second message does not indicate the terminal de-
vice to cancel the SR in the to-be-processed state, ig-
noring, by the terminal device, the sleep time indication
information in the second message, and continuing to
monitor the PDCCH. Optionally, the second message
may include first indication information. If a value of the
first indication information is a first value, for example, 1,
the terminal device is indicated to cancel the SR in the
to-be-processed state. Otherwise, if a value of the first
indication information is a second value, for example, 0,
the terminal device is indicated to not cancel the SR in
the to-be-processed state. Optionally, if the second mes-
sage includes a first indication information, the terminal
device is indicated to cancel the SR in the to-be-proc-
essed state. Otherwise, if the second message does not
include the first indication information, the terminal device
is indicated not to cancel the SR in the to-be-processed
state.
[0099] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when the terminal device receives the
second message, if a random access contention resolu-
tion timer of the terminal device is running, considering,
by the terminal device, that random access contention
resolution succeeds. Further, the terminal stops the con-
tention resolution timer. Further, the terminal device dis-
cards a temporary cell-radio network temporary identifier
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temporary-C-RNTI. Further, the terminal device consid-
ers that this random access process is successfully com-
plete. Further, the terminal device stops monitoring the
PDCCH in the target time period indicated by the sleep
time indication information included in the second mes-
sage.
[0100] Optionally, in some other embodiments, the
method further includes: when the terminal device re-
ceives the second message, if a random access conten-
tion resolution timer of the terminal device is running,
ignoring, by the terminal, the sleep time indication infor-
mation included in the second message, and continuing
to monitor the PDCCH. Optionally, in some embodi-
ments, the method further includes: When the random
access contention resolution timer is running, if the ter-
minal device receives the second message, and the sec-
ond message indicates that random access contention
resolution of the terminal device succeeds, the terminal
device considers that the random access contention res-
olution succeeds, and stops monitoring the PDCCH in
the target time period indicated by the sleep time indica-
tion information included in the second message; option-
ally, the terminal device stops the random access con-
tention resolution timer, discards a temporary cell-radio
network temporary identifier temporary-C-RNTI, and fur-
ther considers that this random access process is suc-
cessfully complete; or if the second message does not
indicate that random access contention resolution of the
terminal device succeeds, the terminal device ignores
the sleep time indication information in the second mes-
sage, and continues to monitor the PDCCH. Optionally,
the second message may include second indication in-
formation. If a value of the second indication information
is a first value, for example, 1, it indicates that the random
access contention resolution of the terminal device suc-
ceeds. Otherwise, if a value of the second indication in-
formation is a second value, for example, 0, it does not
indicate that the random access contention resolution of
the terminal device succeeds. Optionally, if the second
message includes indication information, it indicates that
the random access contention resolution of the terminal
device succeeds. Otherwise, if the second message
does not include the second indication information, it
does not indicate that the random access contention res-
olution of the terminal device succeeds.
[0101] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when receiving the sleep time indication
information, switching, by the terminal device, a downlink
(downlink, DL) bandwidth part (Bandwidth Part, BWP) of
a current primary serving cell to a target DL BWP, where
the target DL BWP is a DL BWP with a minimum band-
width, a default DL BWP, or an initial DL BWP in DL
BWPs configured for a corresponding serving cell.
[0102] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when receiving the sleep time indication
information, switching, by the terminal device, downlink
DL BWPs of all secondary serving cells in an active state
to a target DL BWP, where the target DL BWP is a DL

BWP with a minimum bandwidth, a default DL BWP, or
an initial DL BWP in DL BWPs configured for a corre-
sponding serving cell.
[0103] In other words, in some embodiments, the ter-
minal device may switch only the DL BWP of the current
primary serving cell to the target DL BWP. In some other
embodiments, the terminal device may switch only the
DL BWP of the secondary serving cell in the active state
to the target DL BWP. In some other embodiments, the
terminal device may switch both the DL BWP of the cur-
rent primary serving cell and the DL BWP of the second-
ary serving cell in the active state to the target DL BWP.
According to the foregoing technical solution, power of
the terminal device can be further reduced.
[0104] In addition, the terminal device may further de-
activate the secondary serving cell in the active state. In
other words, the terminal device may perform both DL
BWP switching and deactivating the secondary serving
cell in the active state. Certainly, the terminal device may
alternatively perform only one of two operations: DL BWP
switching and deactivating the secondary serving cell in
the active state.
[0105] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when receiving the sleep time indication
information, deactivating, by the terminal device, all sec-
ondary serving cells in an active state.
[0106] Optionally, in some embodiments, the second
message further includes secondary serving cell deacti-
vation indication information, and the secondary serving
cell deactivation indication information is used to indicate
to deactivate all secondary serving cells in an active state
or deactivate some of the secondary serving cells in the
active state.
[0107] Optionally, in some other embodiments, the
network device may alternatively separately send the
secondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion to the terminal device. In other words, the network
device may send a third message to the terminal device,
and the third message includes the secondary serving
cell deactivation indication information.
[0108] Optionally, in some embodiments, the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information is
used to indicate the terminal device whether to deactivate
all the secondary serving cells in the active state. The
method further includes: after the terminal device re-
ceives the second message, if the secondary serving cell
deactivation indication information indicates the terminal
device to deactivate all the secondary serving cells in the
active state, deactivating, by the terminal device, all the
secondary serving cells in the active state; or if the sec-
ondary serving cell deactivation indication information in-
dicates the terminal device not to deactivate all the sec-
ondary serving cells in the active state, skipping deacti-
vating, by the terminal device, all the secondary serving
cells in the active state.
[0109] Optionally, in some embodiments, the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information is
used to indicate the terminal device to deactivate some
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of the secondary serving cells in the active state. The
secondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion may be bitmap (bitmap) information, and each bit
(bit) in a bitmap corresponds to one secondary serving
cell. For example, a bit 0 corresponds to a secondary
serving cell whose secondary serving cell index value is
0, and a bit 1 corresponds to a secondary serving cell
whose secondary serving cell index value is 1. When a
value of a bit is 0, the terminal device is indicated to de-
activate a corresponding secondary serving cell, or when
a value of a bit is 1, the terminal device is indicated to
deactivate a corresponding secondary serving cell. Al-
ternatively, the secondary serving cell deactivation indi-
cation information may be a secondary serving cell index
value. For example, when the secondary serving cell de-
activation indication information includes 0, the terminal
device is indicated to deactivate a secondary serving cell
whose secondary serving cell index value is 0. The meth-
od further includes: deactivating, by the terminal device,
a secondary serving cell in an active state that is indicated
by the secondary serving cell deactivation indication in-
formation.
[0110] Optionally, in some embodiments, the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information is
used to indicate the terminal device to deactivate some
of the secondary serving cells in the active state. The
secondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion may include a secondary serving cell list. The termi-
nal device may determine, based on the list, a secondary
serving cell that needs to be deactivated. Optionally, in
some embodiments, a cell included in the list may be a
secondary serving cell that is in an active state. In other
words, the network device may first determine a second-
ary serving cell in an active state that needs to be deac-
tivated, and then indicate the corresponding secondary
serving cell to the terminal device. Optionally, in some
other embodiments, the list may include a secondary
serving cell in an active state, and may also include a
secondary serving cell in an inactive state. In other words,
the network device indicates, to the terminal device, the
cell that needs to be deactivated. If a cell in the list is in
an active state, the terminal device deactivates the cell;
or if a cell in the list is in an inactive state, the terminal
device does not need to perform a deactivation operation
on the cell. Optionally, in some other embodiments, the
secondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion may be used to indicate to deactivate only some of
the secondary serving cells in the active state. In this
case, the terminal device may determine a secondary
serving cell in an active state that needs to be deactivat-
ed. Optionally, in some other embodiments, the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information may
include a quantity or proportion of secondary serving cells
that need to be deactivated. The terminal device may
deactivate a secondary serving cell in an active state
based on the quantity or the proportion.
[0111] Optionally, in some embodiments, the first mes-
sage further includes a time threshold, and the method

further includes: when the terminal device receives the
sleep time indication information, if a length of the target
sleep time is greater than or equal to the time threshold,
deactivating, by the terminal device, all secondary serv-
ing cells in the active state.
[0112] Optionally, in some embodiments, before the
terminal device receives the first message, the method
further includes: reporting, by the terminal device, at least
one expected sleep time to the network device. The net-
work device may determine, based on the at least one
expected sleep time, a sleep time in a sleep time set and
an index corresponding to each sleep time, and then send
the sleep time set to the terminal device. The at least one
expected sleep time may be carried in terminal device
capability information (which may also be referred to as
UE capability information), terminal device assistance in-
formation (which may also be referred to as UE assist-
ance information), a radio resource control (radio re-
source control, RRC) connection setup complete mes-
sage, an RRC connection resume complete message,
or an RRC connection reestablishment complete mes-
sage.
[0113] Optionally, in some other embodiments, the
network device may alternatively determine the M sleep
time sets in another manner. For example, the network
device may determine the M sleep time sets based on
an internal policy. Alternatively, the M sleep time sets
may be preset inside the network device.
[0114] The network device may determine the target
sleep time index based on a time at which downlink in-
formation is sent to the terminal device. For example,
when the network device does not send the downlink
information to the terminal device in a time period by us-
ing the PDCCH, the network device determines a sleep
time index corresponding to the time period as the target
sleep time index. The network device may alternatively
determine the target sleep time index based on the at
least one expected sleep time.
[0115] Optionally, in some embodiments, the first mes-
sage is a radio resource control reconfiguration mes-
sage, and the second message is downlink control infor-
mation (downlink control information, DCI).
[0116] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of another meth-
od for monitoring a PDCCH according to an embodiment
of this application. For ease of description, in the embod-
iment in FIG. 2, a terminal device and a network device
are used as execution bodies for description. It may be
understood that according to the method shown in FIG.
2, steps performed by the terminal device may alterna-
tively be performed by a component (for example, a chip
or a circuit) of the terminal device, and steps performed
by the network device may alternatively be performed by
a component (for example, a chip or a circuit) of the net-
work device.
[0117] 201: The terminal device receives a first mes-
sage sent by the network device, where the first message
is used to indicate the terminal device to stop running an
on duration timer and/or an inactivity timer.
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[0118] 202: When determining that a running timer is
only the on duration timer and/or the inactivity timer, the
terminal device stops running the running timer and stops
monitoring the physical downlink shared channel PD-
CCH.
[0119] Optionally, this embodiment further includes the
following steps:
[0120] 203: When determining that a running timer in-
cludes an uplink retransmission timer and/or a downlink
retransmission timer, the terminal device stops monitor-
ing the PDCCH after the retransmission timer expires.
[0121] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when receiving the first message,
switching, by the terminal device, a downlink (downlink,
DL) bandwidth part (Bandwidth Part, BWP) of a current
primary serving cell to a target DL BWP, where the target
DL BWP is a DL BWP with a minimum bandwidth, a de-
fault DL BWP, or an initial DL BWP in DL BWPs config-
ured for a corresponding serving cell.
[0122] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when receiving the first message,
switching, by the terminal device, downlink DL BWPs of
all secondary serving cells in an active state to a target
DL BWP, where the target DL BWP is a DL BWP with a
minimum bandwidth, a default DL BWP, or an initial DL
BWP in DL BWPs configured for a corresponding serving
cell.
[0123] In other words, in some embodiments, the ter-
minal device may switch only the DL BWP of the current
primary serving cell to the target DL BWP. In some other
embodiments, the terminal device may switch only the
DL BWP of the secondary serving cell in the active state
to the target DL BWP. In some other embodiments, the
terminal device may switch both the DL BWP of the cur-
rent primary serving cell and the DL BWP of the second-
ary serving cell in the active state to the target DL BWP.
According to the foregoing technical solution, power of
the terminal device can be further reduced.
[0124] In addition, the terminal device may further de-
activate the secondary serving cell in the active state. In
other words, the terminal device may perform both DL
BWP switching and deactivating the secondary serving
cell in the active state. Certainly, the terminal device may
alternatively perform only one of two operations: DL BWP
switching and deactivating the secondary serving cell in
the active state.
[0125] Optionally, in some embodiments, the method
further includes: when receiving the first message, de-
activating, by the terminal device, all secondary serving
cells in an active state.
[0126] Optionally, in some embodiments, the first mes-
sage further includes secondary serving cell deactivation
indication information, and the secondary serving cell de-
activation indication information is used to indicate to de-
activate all secondary serving cells in an active state or
deactivate some of the secondary serving cells in the
active state.
[0127] Optionally, in some embodiments, the second-

ary serving cell deactivation indication information is
used to indicate the terminal device whether to deactivate
all the secondary serving cells in the active state. The
method further includes: after the terminal device re-
ceives the second message, if the secondary serving cell
deactivation indication information indicates the terminal
device to deactivate all the secondary serving cells in the
active state, deactivating, by the terminal device, all the
secondary serving cells in the active state; or if the sec-
ondary serving cell deactivation indication information in-
dicates the terminal device not to deactivate all the sec-
ondary serving cells in the active state, skipping deacti-
vating, by the terminal device, all the secondary serving
cells in the active state.
[0128] Optionally, in some embodiments, the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information is
used to indicate the terminal device to deactivate some
of the secondary serving cells in the active state. The
secondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion may be bitmap (bitmap) information, and each bit in
a bitmap corresponds to one secondary serving cell. For
example, a bit 0 corresponds to a secondary serving cell
whose secondary serving cell index value is 0, and a bit
1 corresponds to a secondary serving cell whose sec-
ondary serving cell index value is 1. When a value of a
bit is 0, the terminal device is indicated to deactivate a
corresponding secondary serving cell, or when a value
of a bit is 1, the terminal device is indicated to deactivate
a corresponding secondary serving cell. Alternatively,
the secondary serving cell deactivation indication infor-
mation may be a secondary serving cell index value. For
example, when the secondary serving cell deactivation
indication information includes 0, the terminal device is
indicated to deactivate a secondary serving cell whose
secondary serving cell index value is 0. The method fur-
ther includes: deactivating, by the terminal device, a sec-
ondary serving cell in an active state that is indicated by
the secondary serving cell deactivation indication infor-
mation.
[0129] Optionally, in some embodiments, the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information is
used to indicate the terminal device to deactivate some
of the secondary serving cells in the active state. The
secondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion may include a secondary serving cell list. The termi-
nal device may determine, based on the list, a secondary
serving cell that needs to be deactivated. Optionally, in
some embodiments, a cell included in the list may be a
secondary serving cell that is in an active state. In other
words, the network device may first determine a second-
ary serving cell in an active state that needs to be deac-
tivated, and then indicate the corresponding secondary
serving cell to the terminal device. Optionally, in some
other embodiments, the list may include a secondary
serving cell in an active state, and may also include a
secondary serving cell in an inactive state. In other words,
the network device indicates, to the terminal device, the
cell that needs to be deactivated. If a cell in the list is in
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an active state, the terminal device deactivates the cell;
or if a cell in the list is in an inactive state, the terminal
device does not need to perform a deactivation operation
on the cell. Optionally, in some other embodiments, the
secondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion may be used to indicate to deactivate only some of
the secondary serving cells in the active state. In this
case, the terminal device may determine a secondary
serving cell in an active state that needs to be deactivat-
ed. Optionally, in some other embodiments, the second-
ary serving cell deactivation indication information may
include a quantity or proportion of secondary serving cells
that need to be deactivated. The terminal device may
deactivate a secondary serving cell in an active state
based on the quantity or the proportion.
[0130] Optionally, in some embodiments, the first mes-
sage is media access control information (medium ac-
cess control control element, MAC CE), or is downlink
control information (downlink control information, DCI).
[0131] FIG. 3 is a structural block diagram of a com-
munications apparatus according to an embodiment of
this application. The communications apparatus may be
a terminal, or may be a component (for example, a chip
or a circuit) that can be used for a terminal. As shown in
FIG. 3, the communications apparatus 300 may include
a receiving module 301 and a processing module 302.
[0132] The receiving module 301 is configured to re-
ceive a first message sent by a network device, where
the first message includes M sleep time sets, the mth

sleep time set in the M sleep time sets includes Nm in-
dexes and Nm sleep times, the Nm indexes are in a one-
to-one correspondence with the Nm sleep times, m=1,
..., M, Nm is a positive integer greater than or equal to
1, and the sleep time is used to indicate a time length in
which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped.
[0133] The receiving module 301 is further configured
to receive a second message sent by the network device,
where the second message includes sleep time indica-
tion information, the sleep time indication information is
used to indicate a target sleep time index, and the target
sleep time index is an index in the M sleep time sets.
[0134] The processing module 302 is configured to
stop monitoring the PDCCH in a target time period, where
a time length of the target time period corresponds to a
time length that is indicated by a target sleep time and in
which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped, and the target
sleep time corresponds to the target sleep time index.
[0135] In a possible manner, the receiving module 301
may be implemented by a receiver, and the processing
module 302 may be implemented by a processor. For
specific functions and beneficial effects of the receiving
module 301 and the processing module 302, refer to the
method shown in FIG. 1. Details are not described herein.
[0136] In a possible embodiment, a communications
apparatus is further provided. The communications ap-
paratus may be a terminal, or may be a component (for
example, a chip or a circuit) that can be used for a ter-
minal. The communications apparatus may include a

processor, and optionally, may further include a trans-
ceiver and a memory. The processor may be configured
to implement a corresponding function and a correspond-
ing operation of the processing module. The memory
may be configured to store an execution instruction or
application program code, and the processor controls ex-
ecution of the execution instruction or the application pro-
gram code, to implement the communication method pro-
vided in the foregoing embodiments of this application;
and/or the memory may be configured to temporarily
save some data, instruction information, and the like. The
memory may exist independent of the processor. In this
case, the memory may be connected to the processor
by using a communications line. In still another possible
design, the memory may alternatively be integrated with
the processor. This is not limited in the embodiments of
this application.
[0137] FIG. 4 is a structural block diagram of a com-
munications apparatus according to an embodiment of
this application. As shown in FIG. 4, the communications
apparatus 400 includes a processing module 401 and a
sending module 402.
[0138] The processing module 401 is configured to de-
termine M sleep time sets, where the mth sleep time set
in the M sleep time sets includes Nm indexes and Nm
sleep times, the Nm indexes are in a one-to-one corre-
spondence with the Nm sleep times, m=1, ..., M, Nm is a
positive integer greater than or equal to 1, and the sleep
time is used to indicate a time length in which monitoring
the PDCCH is stopped.
[0139] The sending module 402 is configured to send
a first message to a terminal device, where the first mes-
sage includes the M sleep time sets.
[0140] The processing module 401 is further config-
ured to determine sleep time indication information,
where the sleep time indication information is used to
indicate a target sleep time index, and the target sleep
time index is an index in the M sleep time sets.
[0141] The sending module 402 is further configured
to send a second message to the terminal device, where
the second message includes the sleep time indication
information.
[0142] The sending module 402 may be implemented
by a transmitter. The processing module 401 may be
implemented by a processor. For specific functions and
beneficial effects of the sending module 402 and the
processing module 401, refer to the method shown in
FIG. 1. Details are not described herein.
[0143] In a possible embodiment, a communications
apparatus is further provided. The communications ap-
paratus may be a base station, or may be a component
(for example, a chip or a circuit) that can be used for a
base station. The communications apparatus may in-
clude a transceiver and a processor, and optionally, may
further include a memory. The transceiver may be con-
figured to implement corresponding functions and oper-
ations of the receiving module and the sending module.
The processor may be configured to implement a corre-
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sponding function and a corresponding operation of the
processing module. The memory may be configured to
store an execution instruction or application program
code, and the processor controls execution of the exe-
cution instruction or the application program code, to im-
plement the communication method provided in the fore-
going embodiments of this application; and/or the mem-
ory may be configured to temporarily save some data,
instruction information, and the like. The memory may
exist independent of the processor. In this case, the mem-
ory may be connected to the processor by using a com-
munications line. In still another possible design, the
memory may alternatively be integrated with the proces-
sor. This is not limited in the embodiments of this appli-
cation.
[0144] FIG. 5 is a structural block diagram of a com-
munications apparatus according to an embodiment of
this application. The communications apparatus may be
a terminal, or may be a component (for example, a chip
or a circuit) that can be used for a terminal. As shown in
FIG. 5, the communications apparatus 500 may include
a receiving module 501 and a processing module 502.
[0145] The receiving module 501 is configured to re-
ceive a first message sent by a network device, where
the first message is used to indicate the terminal device
to stop running an on duration timer and/or an inactivity
timer.
[0146] The processing module 502 is configured to:
when that a running timer is only the on duration timer
and/or the inactivity timer is determined, stop running the
running timer and stop monitoring a physical downlink
shared channel PDCCH.
[0147] In a possible manner, the receiving module 501
may be implemented by a receiver, and the processing
module 502 may be implemented by a processor. For
specific functions and beneficial effects of the receiving
module 501 and the processing module 502, refer to the
method shown in FIG. 2. Details are not described herein.
[0148] In a possible embodiment, a communications
apparatus is further provided. The communications ap-
paratus may be a terminal, or may be a component (for
example, a chip or a circuit) that can be used for a ter-
minal. The communications apparatus may include a
processor, and optionally, may further include a trans-
ceiver and a memory. The processor may be configured
to implement a corresponding function and a correspond-
ing operation of the processing module. The memory
may be configured to store an execution instruction or
application program code, and the processor controls ex-
ecution of the execution instruction or the application pro-
gram code, to implement the communication method pro-
vided in the foregoing embodiments of this application;
and/or the memory may be configured to temporarily
save some data, instruction information, and the like. The
memory may exist independent of the processor. In this
case, the memory may be connected to the processor
by using a communications line. In still another possible
design, the memory may alternatively be integrated with

the processor. This is not limited in the embodiments of
this application.
[0149] FIG. 6 is a structural block diagram of a terminal
device according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion. As shown in FIG. 6, the terminal device 600 includes
a processor 601, a memory 602, a radio frequency circuit,
an antenna, and an input/output apparatus. The proces-
sor 601 may be configured to: process a communications
protocol and communication data, control the terminal
device, execute a software program, and process data
and the like of the software program. The memory 602
is mainly configured to store a software program and da-
ta. The radio frequency circuit is mainly configured to:
perform conversion between a baseband signal and a
radio frequency signal, and process the radio frequency
signal. The antenna is mainly configured to receive and
transmit a radio frequency signal in an electromagnetic
wave form. The input/output apparatus, such as a touch-
screen, a display, or a keyboard, is mainly configured to:
receive data entered by a user, and output data to the
user. It should be noted that some types of terminal de-
vices may not have an input/output apparatus.
[0150] When data needs to be sent, the processor 601
performs baseband processing on the to-be-sent data,
and outputs a baseband signal to the radio frequency
circuit. After performing radio frequency processing on
the baseband signal, the radio frequency circuit sends a
radio frequency signal to outside in an electromagnetic
wave form by using the antenna. When data is sent to
the terminal device, the radio frequency circuit receives
a radio frequency signal by using the antenna, converts
the radio frequency signal into a baseband signal, and
outputs the baseband signal to the processor. The proc-
essor converts the baseband signal into data, and proc-
esses the data. For ease of description, FIG. 6 shows
only one memory and one processor. In an actual termi-
nal device product, there may be one or more processors
and one or more memories. The memory may also be
referred to as a storage medium, a storage device, or the
like. The memory may be disposed independent of the
processor, or may be integrated with the processor. This
is not limited in the embodiments of this application.
[0151] In the embodiments of this application, an an-
tenna and a radio frequency circuit that have receiving
and sending functions may be considered as a transceiv-
er 603 of the terminal device, and a processor having a
processing function may be considered as a processing
unit of the terminal device. The transceiver may also be
referred to as a transceiver unit, a transceiver, a trans-
ceiver apparatus, or the like. The processing unit may
also be referred to as a processor, a processing board,
a processing module, a processing apparatus, or the like.
Optionally, a component configured to implement a re-
ceiving function in the transceiver 603 may be considered
as a receiving unit, and a component configured to im-
plement a sending function in the transceiver 603 may
be considered as a sending unit. In other words, the trans-
ceiver 603 includes the receiving unit and the sending
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unit. The receiving unit may also be sometimes referred
to as a receiver, a receiver, a receiver circuit, or the like.
The sending unit may also be sometimes referred to as
a transmitter, a transmitter, a transmitter circuit, or the
like.
[0152] The processor 601, the memory 602, and the
transceiver 603 communicate with each other by using
an internal connection path, to transfer a control signal
and/or a data signal.
[0153] The method disclosed in the foregoing embod-
iments of the present invention may be applied to the
processor 601, or may be implemented by the processor
601. The processor 601 may be an integrated circuit chip
and has a signal processing capability. In an implemen-
tation process, steps in the foregoing methods can be
implemented by using a hardware integrated logical cir-
cuit in the processor 601, or by using instructions in a
form of software.
[0154] The processor in the embodiments of this ap-
plication may be a general purpose processor, a digital
signal processor (digital signal processor, DSP), an ap-
plication-specific integrated circuit (application specific
integrated circuit, ASIC), a field programmable gate array
(field programmable gate array, FPGA) or another pro-
grammable logic device, a discrete gate or transistor logic
device, or a discrete hardware component. It may imple-
ment or perform the methods, the steps, and logical block
diagrams that are disclosed in the embodiments of the
present invention. The general purpose processor may
be a microprocessor, or the processor may be any con-
ventional processor or the like. Steps of the methods dis-
closed with reference to the embodiments of the present
invention may be directly executed and accomplished by
a hardware decoding processor, or may be executed and
accomplished by using a combination of hardware and
software modules in the decoding processor. A software
module may be located in a mature storage medium in
the art, such as a random access memory (random ac-
cess memory, RAM), a flash memory, a read-only mem-
ory (read-only memory, ROM), a programmable read-
only memory, an electrically erasable programmable
memory, a register, or the like. The storage medium is
located in the memory, and a processor reads instruc-
tions in the memory and completes the steps in the fore-
going methods in combination with hardware of the proc-
essor.
[0155] Optionally, in some embodiments, the memory
602 may store an instruction used to perform the method
performed by the terminal device according to the meth-
od shown in FIG. 1. The processor 601 may execute the
instruction stored in the memory 602 to complete, in com-
bination with other hardware (for example, the transceiv-
er 603), the steps performed by the terminal device ac-
cording to the method shown in FIG. 1. For a specific
operation process and beneficial effects, refer to the de-
scriptions in the embodiment shown in FIG. 1.
[0156] Optionally, in some embodiments, the memory
602 may store an instruction used to perform the method

performed by the terminal device according to the meth-
od shown in FIG. 2. The processor 601 may execute the
instruction stored in the memory 602 to complete, in com-
bination with other hardware (for example, the transceiv-
er 603), the steps performed by the terminal device ac-
cording to the method shown in FIG. 2. For a specific
operation process and beneficial effects, refer to the de-
scriptions in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2.
[0157] FIG. 7 is a structural block diagram of a network
device according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion. The network device 700 shown in FIG. 7 includes a
processor 701, a memory 702, and a transceiver 703.
[0158] The processor 701, the memory 702, and the
transceiver 703 communicate with each other by using
an internal connection path, to transfer a control signal
and/or a data signal.
[0159] The method disclosed in the foregoing embod-
iments of the present invention may be applied to the
processor 701, or may be implemented by the processor
701. The processor 701 may be an integrated circuit chip
and has a signal processing capability. In an implemen-
tation process, steps in the foregoing methods can be
implemented by using a hardware integrated logical cir-
cuit in the processor 701, or by using instructions in a
form of software. The processor 701 may be a general
purpose processor, a digital signal processor (digital sig-
nal processor, DSP), an application-specific integrated
circuit (application specific integrated circuit, ASIC), a
field-programmable gate array (field programmable gate
array, FPGA) or another programmable logic device, a
discrete gate or transistor logic device, or a discrete hard-
ware component. It may implement or perform the meth-
ods, the steps, and logical block diagrams that are dis-
closed in the embodiments of the present invention. The
general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, or
the processor may be any conventional processor or the
like. Steps of the methods disclosed with reference to
the embodiments of the present invention may be directly
executed and accomplished by a hardware decoding
processor, or may be executed and accomplished by us-
ing a combination of hardware and software modules in
the decoding processor. A software module may be lo-
cated in a mature storage medium in the art, such as a
random access memory (random access memory,
RAM), a flash memory, a read-only memory (read-only
memory, ROM), a programmable read-only memory, an
electrically erasable programmable memory, a register,
or the like. The storage medium is located in the memory
702, and a processor 701 reads instructions in the mem-
ory 702 and completes the steps in the foregoing meth-
ods in combination with hardware of the processor.
[0160] Optionally, in some embodiments, the memory
702 may store an instruction used to perform the method
performed by the network device according to the method
shown in FIG. 1. The processor 701 may execute the
instruction stored in the memory 702 to complete, in com-
bination with other hardware (for example, the transceiv-
er 703), the steps performed by the network device ac-
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cording to the method shown in FIG. 1. For a specific
operation process and beneficial effects, refer to the de-
scriptions in the embodiment shown in FIG. 3.
[0161] Optionally, in some embodiments, the memory
702 may store an instruction used to perform the method
performed by the network device according to the method
shown in FIG. 2. The processor 701 may execute the
instruction stored in the memory 702 to complete, in com-
bination with other hardware (for example, the transceiv-
er 703), the steps performed by the network device ac-
cording to the method shown in FIG. 2. For a specific
operation process and beneficial effects, refer to the de-
scriptions in the embodiment shown in FIG. 3.
[0162] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides a chip. The chip includes a transceiver unit and a
processing unit. The transceiver unit may be an input/out-
put circuit or a communications interface. The processing
unit is a processor, a microprocessor, or an integrated
circuit integrated on the chip. The chip may perform the
method performed on the network device side in the fore-
going embodiments.
[0163] In another form of this embodiment, a computer-
readable storage medium is provided. The computer-
readable storage medium stores an instruction, and
when the instruction is executed, the method on the net-
work device side in the foregoing method embodiments
is performed.
[0164] In another form of this embodiment, a computer
program product including an instruction is provided.
When the instruction is executed, the method on the net-
work device side in the foregoing method embodiments
is performed.
[0165] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware
that, in combination with the examples described in the
embodiments disclosed in this specification, units and
algorithm steps may be implemented by electronic hard-
ware or a combination of computer software and elec-
tronic hardware. Whether the functions are performed by
hardware or software depends on particular applications
and design constraint conditions of the technical solu-
tions. A person skilled in the art may use different meth-
ods to implement the described functions for each par-
ticular application, but it should not be considered that
the implementation goes beyond the scope of this appli-
cation.
[0166] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the forego-
ing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding
process in the foregoing method embodiments, and de-
tails are not described herein again.
[0167] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiment is merely an example. For example, the unit
division is merely logical function division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a

plurality of units or components may be combined or in-
tegrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or
discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented by using
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0168] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
based on actual requirements to achieve the objectives
of the solutions of the embodiments.
[0169] In addition, functional units in the embodiments
of this application may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or
two or more units are integrated into one unit.
[0170] When the functions are implemented in the form
of a software functional unit and sold or used as an in-
dependent product, the functions may be stored in a com-
puter-readable storage medium. Based on such an un-
derstanding, the technical solutions of this application
essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or
some of the technical solutions may be implemented in
a form of a software product. The computer software
product is stored in a storage medium, and includes sev-
eral instructions for instructing a computer device (which
may be a personal computer, a server, or a network de-
vice) to perform all or some of the steps of the methods
described in the embodiments of this application. The
foregoing storage medium includes: any medium that can
store program code, such as a USB flash drive, a remov-
able hard disk, a read-only memory (read-only memory,
ROM), a random access memory (random access mem-
ory, RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.

Claims

1. A method for monitoring a physical downlink control
channel PDCCH, comprising:

receiving, by a communications apparatus, a
first message sent by a network device, wherein
the first message comprises M sleep time sets,
the mth sleep time set in the M sleep time sets
comprises Nm indexes and Nm sleep times, the
Nm indexes are in a one-to-one correspondence
with the Nm sleep times, m=1, ..., M, Nm is a
positive integer greater than or equal to 1, and
the sleep time is used to indicate a time length
in which monitoring the PDCCH is stopped;
receiving, by the communications apparatus, a
second message sent by the network device,
wherein the second message comprises sleep
time indication information, the sleep time indi-
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cation information is used to indicate a target
sleep time index, and the target sleep time index
is an index in the M sleep time sets; and
stopping, by the communications apparatus,
monitoring the PDCCH in a target time period,
wherein a time length of the target time period
corresponds to a time length that is indicated by
a target sleep time and in which monitoring the
PDCCH is stopped, and the target sleep time
corresponds to the target sleep time index.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the sleep
time is measured in a form of a discontinuous recep-
tion DRX cycle or a time unit.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first
message further comprises time unit indication in-
formation, and the time unit indication information is
used to indicate that the sleep time is measured in
a form of a DRX cycle or a time unit.

4. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein when
the sleep time is measured in a form of a DRX cycle,
if the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information before the nth DRX cycle,
the target time period is the nth DRX cycle to the
(n+x-1)th DRX cycle;
if the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information on the first PDCCH oc-
casion within on duration of the nth DRX cycle, the
target time period is the nth DRX cycle to the (n+x-
1)th DRX cycle; or
if the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information on the nt

th PDCCH occa-
sion within the on duration of the nth DRX cycle, the
target time period is the (n+1)th DRX cycle to the
(n+x)th DRX cycle, wherein x is the time length that
is indicated by the target sleep time and in which
monitoring the PDCCH is stopped, and x and n are
positive integers greater than or equal to 1.

5. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein when
the time length is measured in a form of a DRX cycle,
if the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information before the nth DRX cycle,
the target time period is the nth DRX cycle to the
(n+x-1)th DRX cycle; or
if the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information on a PDCCH occasion
within on duration of the nth DRX cycle, the target
time period is from a moment at which the commu-
nications apparatus receives the sleep time indica-
tion information to the (n+x-1)th DRX cycle, wherein
x is the time length that is indicated by the target
sleep time and in which monitoring the PDCCH is
stopped, and x and n are positive integers greater
than or equal to 1.

6. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein when
the time length is measured in a form of a DRX cycle,
if the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information before the nth DRX cycle,
the target time period is the nth DRX cycle to the
(n+x-1)th DRX cycle; or
if the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information on a PDCCH occasion
within on duration of the nth DRX cycle, the target
time period is the (n+1)th DRX cycle to the (n+x)th

DRX cycle, wherein x is the time length that is indi-
cated by the target sleep time and in which monitor-
ing the PDCCH is stopped, and x and n are positive
integers greater than or equal to 1.

7. The method according to any one of claims 4 to 6,
wherein the stopping, by the communications appa-
ratus, monitoring the PDCCH in a target time period
comprises: skipping running, by the communications
apparatus, an on duration timer in the target time
period.

8. The method according to any one of claims 4 to 6,
wherein the stopping, by the communications appa-
ratus, monitoring the PDCCH in a target time period
comprises: enabling, by the communications appa-
ratus, a first timer after receiving the sleep time in-
dication information; and
if the first timer is running, skipping enabling, by the
communications apparatus, an on duration timer,
wherein a length of the first timer is x DRX cycles,
x-1 DRX cycles, or x+1 DRX cycles.

9. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein when
the sleep time is measured in a form of a time unit,
the stopping, by the communications apparatus,
monitoring the PDCCH in a target time period com-
prises:
stopping, by the communications apparatus, moni-
toring the PDCCH in x time units starting from a mo-
ment of receiving the sleep time indication informa-
tion, wherein x is the time length that is indicated by
the target sleep time and in which monitoring the
PDCCH is stopped, and x is a positive integer greater
than or equal to 1.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the stop-
ping, by the communications apparatus, monitoring
the PDCCH in x time units starting from a moment
of receiving the sleep time indication information
comprises:
skipping running, by the communications apparatus,
an on duration timer or an inactivity timer in the x
time units starting from the moment of receiving the
sleep time indication information.

11. The method according to any one of claims 2 to 10,
wherein M is a positive integer greater than 1, M DRX
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parameter sets are configured for the communica-
tions apparatus, the M sleep time sets are in a one-
to-one correspondence with the M DRX parameter
sets, and the method further comprises:

determining, by the communications apparatus,
a target sleep time set, wherein the target sleep
time set is a sleep time set that is in the M sleep
time sets and that corresponds to a DRX param-
eter set currently used by the communications
apparatus; and
determining, by the communications apparatus,
a sleep time corresponding to the target sleep
time index in the target sleep time set as the
target sleep time.

12. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 11,
wherein the method further comprises:
if the communications apparatus triggers a buffer
status report in the target time period, and the buffer
status report meets a condition for triggering a
scheduling request, triggering the scheduling re-
quest after the target time period ends.

13. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 11,
wherein the method further comprises:
if the communications apparatus triggers a buffer
status report in the target time period, the buffer sta-
tus report meets a condition for triggering a sched-
uling request, and a logical channel for triggering the
buffer status report allows delaying triggering the
scheduling request, triggering the scheduling re-
quest after the target time period ends.

14. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 13,
wherein the method further comprises: when receiv-
ing the sleep time indication information, switching,
by the communications apparatus, a downlink DL
bandwidth part BWP of a current primary serving cell
to a target DL BWP, wherein the target DL BWP is
a DL BWP with a minimum bandwidth, a default DL
BWP, or an initial DL BWP in DL BWPs configured
for a corresponding serving cell.

15. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 14,
wherein the method further comprises: when receiv-
ing the sleep time indication information, switching,
by the communications apparatus, downlink DL
bandwidth parts BWPs of all secondary serving cells
in an active state to a target DL BWP, wherein the
target DL BWP is a DL BWP with a minimum band-
width, a default DL BWP, or an initial DL BWP in DL
BWPs configured for a corresponding serving cell.

16. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 15,
wherein the method further comprises: when receiv-
ing the sleep time indication information, deactivat-
ing, by the communications apparatus, all the sec-

ondary serving cells in the active state.

17. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 15,
wherein the second message further comprises sec-
ondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion, and the secondary serving cell deactivation in-
dication information is used to indicate to deactivate
all the secondary serving cells in the active state or
deactivate some of the secondary serving cells in
the active state; and
the method further comprises: deactivating, by the
communications apparatus, a secondary serving cell
in an active state that is indicated by the secondary
serving cell deactivation indication information.

18. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 15,
wherein the first message further comprises a time
threshold, and the method further comprises: when
the communications apparatus receives the sleep
time indication information, if a length of the target
sleep time is greater than or equal to the time thresh-
old, deactivating, by the communications apparatus,
all the secondary serving cells in the active state.

19. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 18,
wherein before the communications apparatus re-
ceives the sleep time indication information, the
method further comprises: reporting, by the commu-
nications apparatus, at least one expected sleep
time to the network device.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein the at
least one expected sleep time is carried in terminal
device capability information, terminal device assist-
ance information, a radio resource control RRC con-
nection setup complete message, an RRC connec-
tion resume complete message, or an RRC connec-
tion reestablishment complete message.

21. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 20,
wherein the first message is a radio resource control
reconfiguration message, and the second message
is downlink control information.

22. A method for monitoring a physical downlink control
channel PDCCH, comprising:

determining, by a communications apparatus,
M sleep time sets, wherein the mth sleep time
set in the M sleep time sets comprises Nm in-
dexes and Nm sleep times, the Nm indexes are
in a one-to-one correspondence with the Nm
sleep times, m=1, ..., M, Nm is a positive integer
greater than or equal to 1, and the sleep time is
used to indicate a time length in which monitor-
ing the PDCCH is stopped;
sending, by the terminal device, a first message
to a terminal device, wherein the first message
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comprises the M sleep time sets;
determining, by the terminal device, sleep time
indication information, wherein the sleep time
indication information is used to indicate a target
sleep time index, and the target sleep time index
is an index in the M sleep time sets; and
sending, by the communications apparatus, a
second message to the terminal device, wherein
the second message comprises the sleep time
indication information.

23. The method according to claim 22, wherein the sleep
time is measured in a form of a discontinuous recep-
tion DRX cycle or a time unit.

24. The method according to claim 22, wherein the first
message further comprises time unit indication in-
formation, and the time unit indication information is
used to indicate that the sleep time is measured in
a form of a DRX cycle or a time unit.

25. The method according to any one of claims 22 to 24,
wherein the second message further comprises sec-
ondary serving cell deactivation indication informa-
tion, and the secondary serving cell deactivation in-
dication information is used to indicate to deactivate
all secondary serving cells in an active state or de-
activate some of the secondary serving cells in the
active state.

26. The method according to any one of claims 22 to 25,
wherein the first message further comprises a time
threshold.

27. The method according to any one of claims 22 to 26,
wherein before the terminal device receives the first
message, the method further comprises:

receiving, by the communications apparatus, at
least one expected sleep time sent by the ter-
minal device; and
the determining, by a communications appara-
tus, M sleep time sets comprises:
determining, by the communications apparatus,
a sleep time and an index in each of the M sleep
time sets based on the at least one expected
sleep time.

28. The method according to any one of claims 22 to 27,
wherein the first message is a radio resource control
reconfiguration message, and the second message
is downlink control information.

29. A communications apparatus, wherein the commu-
nications apparatus comprises a module configured
to implement the method according to any one of
claims 1 to 21.

30. The communications apparatus according to claim
29, wherein the communications apparatus is a ter-
minal device or a chip.

31. A communications apparatus, wherein the commu-
nications apparatus comprises a module configured
to implement the method according to any one of
claims 22 to 28.

32. The communications apparatus according to claim
31, wherein the communications apparatus is a net-
work device or a chip.

33. A storage medium, wherein the storage medium
stores an instruction used to perform the method ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 28.

34. A computer program product comprising an instruc-
tion, wherein when the computer program product
runs on a computer, the computer is enabled to per-
form the method according to any one of claims 1 to
28.
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